22 January 2010

A look back this week and we remember our journey to the distant land known as Central Campus. Where Canadians abound, and little kids in no short supply, the Yost Ice Arena was a perfect place for GromerTron domination. Sadly though, our Diah didn’t bring us any pizzah. Maybe it was a good thing though, as people like That Jon Character would have just wasted it. Also this week, the homeworks got rockin’ and rollin’ and the Mammoth Cave plunged into DEFCON 1 observances for the first time.

In Brief:

❖ Confirmed: the villain from Dirty Harry has been spotted in Bruce Willis’s class. Somehow I don’t like the image of Chesney with a .44 Magnum.
❖ This week on The Ben Zhang Pass Report: Join Ben Zhang as he departs to live among the Mondays in a noble quest to truly, deeply feel what it means to be a Monday.
❖ Ah, our Fearless Leader returns from the dungeons of central campus after a long day of slaying dragons, burning research papers, and savoring the rich tastes of East Quad.
❖ The Paulus One has been convicted of moose slaughter and as punishment, will be sentenced to 30 years of bus parking.
❖ Uh oh, Nick has upgraded his party streamer. Net effect: x2 Party Effect. The 24-Hour Party Hours continue. Asaaaaaaaaaaah!
❖ Sorry Masey, but the Gibbs Administration has made a move to convert your room into a Truck Stop. Hopefully DPS won’t notice.
❖ Busch Industries is under investigation as to the disappearance of a certain Inspirational Yak. It is surmised that certain operatives may have found it... inconvenient for a Hainen to receive the boons of Yakhood.

Robert Tip of the Week

“...”

Oh my God! I’m living in a world of black and white and all that’s in color is my husband’s credit card!

So that’s how women see it...

Ah, so the Wild Pig has returned in glory to judge the living and the Kaushal! This week’s quote brought to you by the [Ice Cream Truck] It I’m Goin Deep Fan Club. No Bears Fans were harmed in the making of this page.

Issue 39, 3rd Edition, 1/21/10
CODE RED: Wild Gromers Unleashed
The following message is transmitted at the request of the United States Government. ALERT. This is not a drill. The National Gromer Service has issued a Severe Fiebelstorm Warning. Wild Gromers have been spotted in the area. Evacuation of Dilanese City will commence at 0500 hours. Do Work Watches are in effect for the following hallways until 10PM: Douglas Hall, Bartlett Hall, and South Quad. All Larsons are advised to evacuate these premises. Repeat. All Larsons are advised to evacuate these premises. This was a message from the National Gromer Service. Live long and prosper.

Jack Bauer Rises Again
This week marked the beginning of a new day. A new day for the simple family man known as Jack Bauer. A gentle sort, with a calm demeanor, all Jack wanted was to live a quiet peaceful life in Los Angeles. Too bad some jerk had to get shot and come running to Jack and his axe for help. Corrupt Guy, Deploy! And of course we have new characters this season: Neel, Sketchy [Ice Cream Truck], as well as a handful of creeper guys. Will Dubaku rise again?

Bill Buchanan van or not, 24 is still awesome. With wonderful acting, a shiny new set, and ample dead bodies, the show continues to meet and surpass all expectations. Hehe and so do the commercials.

This 24 Feature brought to you by Banana Parties, coming to a Banana Party Command Center near you.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!